
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter presents the summary of findings and conclusions based on the 

result of this study. The recommendations are intended to improve and strengthen the 

needs of English lesson for broadcaster students. This chapter presents the 

conclusions and suggestions of the research. 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

 When a problem can be found it will definitely get a conclusion. From the 

discussion in chapter VI the researcher has made a conclusions about the analysis of 

English learning needs at SMK N 2 Jambi. According to the needs analysis conducted 

on March 15
th 

2019, the target needs of tenth grades and twelfth grades students of 

broadcasting study program can be concluded as follows: 

A.)  More than sixty percent the purpose of learning English in broadcaster major 

were study other subject, interact with other people, read broadcaster articles, 

used in the future career, performed activities in the study, and wrote 

broadcaster reports.  

 



B.) The students need diction which were related to broadcasting program such as 

take, cut, edit, camera, rolling, action, zoom in, zoom out, focus, adder scenes, 

agent model, blimp and blocking, block away, animator, available acting, 

ambience, barney, aspect ratio, barn doors, art director, etcetera…  

 

C.)  The teacher only taught little bit suitable towards students’ need. Mostly his 

teaching was not effectively to his students based on ESP(English Specific 

Purpose). The teacher did not taught appropriate dictions or terms in English. 

Therefore, many students were hard to apply every diction even knowledge 

that they learned from their teacher. The teacher just used common topics and 

materials which were taught in SMA. 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

 Suggestion for English teacher of broadcast program was the teacher head to 

choose appropriate topics and materials which were related to broadcast major. The 

topics or materials could enhance their understanding about broadcast field and could 

be suitable to students’ need. Although it could enhance the knowledge of vocabulary 

or appropriate diction as English Specific Purpose were used in general and broadcast 

field.  

  



 


